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UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK
In re:
Vewd Software USA, LLC, et al.,1

Chapter 11
Case No. 21-12065 (MEW)

Debtors.
(Jointly Administered)

AFFIDAVIT OF PUBLICATION RE: NOTICE OF COMMENCEMENT OF
PREPACKAGED CHAPTER 11 BANKRUPTCY CASES AND COMBINED HEARING ON
DISCLOSURE STATEMENT AND CONFIRMATION OF JOINT PREPACKAGED
CHAPTER 11 PLAN

This Affidavit of Publication includes the sworn statements verifying that the Notice of
Commencement of Prepackaged Chapter 11 Bankruptcy Cases and Combined Hearing on
Disclosure Statement and Confirmation of Joint Prepackaged Chapter 11 Plan was published
and incorporated by reference herein as follows:
1. In The New York Times National Edition on December 22, 2021, attached hereto as
Exhibit A.
2. In the Financial Times on December 23, 2021, attached hereto as Exhibit B.

1

The Debtors in these chapter 11 cases, for which joint administration has been granted, along with the last
four digits of their tax identification numbers, are as follows: Vewd Software USA, LLC (9013); Vewd
Software AS (8011); and Last Lion Holdco AS (4926).
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___________________________
I, William Yearsley, in my capacity as a Principal Clerk of the Publisher of
daily newspaper of general circulation printed and published in the City, County and State of New York,
hereby certify that the advertisement annexed hereto was published in the editions of
on the following date or dates, to wit on
December 22, 2021 NYT & Natl Page B4
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LABOR

Workers at Kellogg
Ratify New Contract,
Ending Their Strike
By NOAM SCHEIBER

About 1,400 striking Kellogg
workers have ratified a new contract, their union said Tuesday,
ending a strike that began in early
October and affected four of the
company’s U.S. cereal plants.
“Our striking members at Kellogg’s ready-to-eat cereal production facilities courageously stood
their ground and sacrificed so
much in order to achieve a fair
contract,” Anthony Shelton, the
president of the workers’ union,
the Bakery, Confectionery, Tobacco Workers and Grain Millers International Union, said in a statement. “This agreement makes
gains and does not include any
concessions.”
Steve Cahillane, the company’s
chairman and chief executive,
said in a statement that he was
pleased that the workers approved the deal. “We look forward
to their return and continuing to
produce our beloved cereal
brands for our customers and con-

sumers,” he added.
The strike had become especially contentious after workers
rejected an agreement on a fiveyear contract between their union
and the company in early December, and the company announced
that it would move ahead with hiring permanent replacement workers.
President Biden waded into the
dispute a few days later, saying in
a statement that the plan to replace workers was “deeply troubling” and calling it “an existential
attack on the union and its members’ jobs and livelihoods.”
The company and the union announced the second tentative
agreement the next week, just before Senator Bernie Sanders, an
independent from Vermont, was
scheduled to hold a rally on behalf
of workers in Battle Creek, Mich.,
home of the company’s headquarters and one of the cereal plants
where workers had walked off the
job.

A dispute that pivoted
in part around a
two-tier pay system.

ALYSSA KEOWN/BATTLE CREEK ENQUIRER, VIA ASSOCIATED PRESS

Union members and supporters during a rally in October outside Kellogg’s headquarters in Battle Creek, Mich.

The contract dispute revolved
partly around the company’s twotier compensation system, in
which workers hired after 2015
typically received lower wages
and less generous benefits than

veteran workers. The company
has said that the longer-tenured
workers make more than $35 an
hour on average, while the more
recent workers average just under $22 per hour.

Veteran workers had complained that the two-tier system
put downward pressure on their
wages and benefits because they
could effectively be outvoted or
replaced with newer, cheaper

workers.
Under the agreement that
workers rejected in early December, the company would have immediately granted veteran pay
and benefit status to all workers
with four or more years’ experience at Kellogg. It would have also
granted veteran status to a number equal to 3 percent of a plant’s
head count in each year of the contract.
The initial agreement would
have given veteran workers a 3
percent wage increase in the first
year and cost-of-living adjustments.
In the agreement that workers
just approved, the proposal for
converting newer workers to veteran status remained unchanged,
but the company expanded costof-living wage adjustments to
cover all employees in each year
of the contract, according to a Kellogg spokeswoman.
Newer workers will see their
wages immediately rise to just
over $24 an hour and veteran
workers will immediately receive
a wage increase of $1.10 per hour.

Architects at a Prominent New York Firm Hope to Join the Machinists’ Union
FROM FIRST BUSINESS PAGE

has about 135 employees and is
known for its work on the Barclays Center in Brooklyn and a
luxury building south of Central
Park previously called the Steinway tower, among other projects,
said well over half their eligible
colleagues had signed cards
pledging support for the union.
They plan to affiliate with the
International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers,
and are asking for voluntary recognition of what would appear to
be the only union at a prominent
private-sector architecture firm
in the country.
“Many of us feel pushed to the
limits of our productivity and
mental health,” the firm’s union
backers, who call themselves Architectural Workers United, wrote
in a letter to the firm’s leadership
Monday. “SHoP is the firm that
can begin to enact changes that
will eventually ensure a more
healthy and equitable future.”
Half a dozen SHoP employees
said they worked about 50 hours a
week on average, and often 60 to
70 hours when a key deadline
loomed, usually every month or
two. They said this was common
even among more junior architects and designers who make
$50,000 to $80,000 a year — above
what many in other fields make,
but a strain for workers who typically accumulate tens of thousands of dollars in student debt.
“SHoP was founded to practice
architecture differently and has
always been interested in empowering and supporting our staff,”
the firm said in a statement. The
firm did not say whether it would
recognize the union.
The nascent effort extends beyond a single employer. David DiMaria, an organizer for the machinists union, said he had talked
with architects who were in the
process of organizing at two other
prominent New York firms, which
he declined to identify.
And those campaigns appear to
reflect a rising interest in unionizing among professionals of all
kinds. Tech workers, doctors,
journalists and academics have all
turned to unions over the past
decade amid such concerns as a
loss of autonomy and control at
work, stagnating wages and lower
job security.
The squeeze can be especially
pronounced in professions that offer large noneconomic benefits,
whether a sense of mission at a
nonprofit or the cultural cachet of
UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK
) Chapter 11
In re:
Vewd Software USA, LLC, et al.,1 ) Case No.21-12065 (MEW)
Debtors. ) (Jointly Administered)
NOTICE OF COMMENCEMENT OF PREPACKAGED
CHAPTER 11 BANKRUPTCY CASES AND COMBINED
HEARING ON DISCLOSURE STATEMENT AND
CONFIRMATION OF JOINT PREPACKAGED
CHAPTER 11 PLAN
TO: ALL HOLDERS OF CLAIMS,HOLDERS OF INTERESTS,
AND PARTIES IN INTEREST IN THE ABOVE-CAPTIONED
CHAPTER 11 CASES
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE THAT on December 15, 2021 (the “Petition
Date”),2 Vewd Software USA,LLC,and certain of its affiliates,as debtors
in the above-captioned chapter 11 cases (collectively, the “Debtors”),
commenced chapter 11 cases in the United States Bankruptcy Court
for the Southern District of New York (the “Bankruptcy Court”) and
filed a proposed joint prepackaged chapter 11 plan of reorganization
[Docket No.15] (the“Plan”) and proposed disclosure statement [Docket
No. 16] (the “Disclosure Statement”) pursuant to sections 1125 and
1126(b) of title 11 of the United States Code, 11 U.S.C. §§ 101–1532
(the “Bankruptcy Code”). Copies of the Plan and the Disclosure
StatementwillbeavailableforinspectionattheOfficeoftheClerkofthe
Bankruptcy Court, One Bowling Green, New York, NY 10004-1408, and
the Bankruptcy Court’s website, http://www.nysb.uscourts.gov. The
Plan and Disclosure Statement also are available free of charge on the
Debtors’chapter11websiteathttp://www.kccllc.net/vewd.
PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE THAT a hearing (the
“Confirmation Hearing”) will be held before the Honorable Michael E.
Wiles,United States Bankruptcy Judge,in the United States Bankruptcy
Court for the Southern District of New York, Courtroom 617, One
Bowling Green, New York, NY 10004-1408, on January 31, 2022, at
11:00 a.m., prevailing Eastern Time, to consider the adequacy of
the Disclosure Statement, any objections to the Disclosure Statement,
confirmation of the Plan, any objections thereto, and any other matter
that may properly come before the Court. Please be advised that the
Confirmation Hearing may be continued from time to time by the
Bankruptcy Court or the Debtors without further notice other than
by such adjournment being announced in open court or by a notice
of adjournment filed with the Bankruptcy Court and served on other
partiesentitledtonotice.
PLEASE TAKE FURTHER NOTICE THAT objections (each, an
“Objection”),if any,to the Plan or the Disclosure Statement must:(a) be
in writing;(b) comply with the Bankruptcy Rules and the Local Rules;(c)
state the name and address of the objecting party and the amount and
nature of the Claim or Interest owned by such entity or individual; (d)
state with particularity the legal and factual basis for such objections,

Some of the architects seeking to start a union at SHoP Architects in New York, a 135-employee firm, signaling agreement during a Zoom call last week.

working in book publishing or
television production. Such businesses rely on a cadre of young
employees who toil for meager
wages and a chance to make it in a
prestigious field.
Architecture often combines
these strands, longtime practi-

‘We are an anomaly in
the business world of
architecture in that we
don’t keep track of
hours.’
Billie Tsien, a founder of Tod
Williams Billie Tsien Architects.
tioners and scholars say, featuring
stiff credentialing requirements, a
priestlike devotion to the mission
and a cultural self-importance.
“There’s all this stuff that
makes us succumb to the ideology
that architecture is a calling, not a
career,” said Peggy Deamer, an
emeritus professor at the Yale
School of Architecture.
and, if practicable, a proposed modification to the Plan that would
resolve such objections; and (e) be filed with the Bankruptcy Court
(contemporaneously with a proof of service) and served so as to be
actually received no later than January 24, 2021, at 5:00 p.m.,
prevailing Eastern Time, by those parties who have a filed a notice
of appearance in the Debtors’ chapter 11 cases as well as each of the
following parties: (a) proposed counsel to the Debtors, Ropes & Gray
LLP, 1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York,NY 10036 (attn.:Gregg M.
Galardi and Stephen Iacovo), email:gregg.galardi@ropesgray.com and
stephen.iacovo@ropesgray.com; (b) Office of the United States Trustee
for the Southern District of New York, 201 Varick Street, Rm 1006, New
York, NY 10014 (Attn.: Shannon Scott, Esq.), email: shannon.scott2@
usdoj.gov; (c) counsel to Wilmington Trust, National Association,
as Administrative Agent and Collateral Agent under the DIP Credit
Agreement and Prepetition Credit Agreement, Arnold & Porter Kaye
Scholer LLP, 250 West 55th Street, New York, NY 10019 (Attn: Alan
Glantz and Seth Kleinman), email: alan.glantz@arnoldporter.com
and seth.kleinman@arnoldporter.com; (d) counsel to North Haven
Credit Partners II, LP as a lender under the DIP Credit Agreement and
Prepetition Credit Agreement, Linklaters LLP, 1290 Avenue of the
Americas, New York, NY 10104 (Attn: Robert Trust and Christopher
Hunker), email: robert.trust@linklaters.com and christopher.hunker@
linklaters.com; and (e) counsel for any statutory committee of
unsecuredcreditorsappointedinthesechapter11cases.
UNLESS AN OBJECTION IS TIMELY SERVED AND FILED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THIS NOTICE, IT MAY NOT BE CONSIDERED BY
THEBANKRUPTCYCOURTANDMAYBEDEEMEDOVERRULED.
YOU ARE ADVISED TO CAREFULLY REVIEW AND CONSIDER THE
PLAN, INCLUDING THE RELEASE, EXCULPATION, DISCHARGE, AND
INJUNCTION PROVISIONS IN ARTICLE VIII OF THE PLAN, WHICH
WILL BE CONSIDERED AT THE CONFIRMATION HEARING, AS YOUR
RIGHTSMIGHTBEAFFECTED.
Dated: December20,2021, NewYork,NewYork
ROPES & GRAY LLP, /s/ Gregg M. Galardi , Gregg M. Galardi, Lucas W.
Brown,Katharine E.Scott,1211 Avenue of the Americas,New York,New
York 10036, Telephone: (212) 596-9000, Facsimile: (212) 596-9090,
E-mail: gregg.galardi@ropesgray.com, lucas.brown@ropesgray.com,
katharine.scott@ropesgray.com -and- Stephen Iacovo (admitted pro
hac vice), 191 North Wacker Drive, Chicago, Illinois 60606, Telephone:
(312) 845-1200, Facsimile: (312) 596-5500, E-mail: stephen.iacovo@
ropesgray.com, Proposed Counsel to the Debtors and Debtors in
Possession
1
The Debtors in these jointly administered chapter 11 cases, along
with the last four digits of their tax identification numbers, are as
follows:Vewd Software USA,LLC (9013);Vewd Software AS (8011);and
LastLionHoldcoAS(4926).
2
Capitalized terms used but not otherwise defined herein have the
meaningsascribedtotheminthePlan.

This mentality has often seduced architects to accept relatively low pay, added Professor
Deamer, the founder of the Architecture Lobby, an advocacy group
with about 300 members mostly in
the United States.
As a practical matter, several
architects said, their firms are often too willing to take on uncompensated work, making it harder
to pay employees fairly.
Firms that specialize in customized designs, like SHoP, regularly
spend weeks generating proposals for the competitions through
which clients award contracts,
and for which the firms receive little or no pay. And many firms propose fees that are too low to support adequate staffing, several experts in the field said.
“People lower their fees, and
once you lower your fees — I don’t
know if it’s a slippery slope, but it’s
definitely a slope,” said Andrew
Bernheimer, the principal at Bernheimer Architecture and an associate professor at the Parsons
School of Design in New York.
Architects at SHoP and other
firms said their employers typically resolved this contradiction
through vast quantities of unpaid
overtime.
Jennifer Siqueira, an architect
who joined the firm in 2017 and
was let go during a round of layoffs in November, repeatedly put
in over 60 hours a week while
working on plans for a residential
building in 2020, she said.
“I’d work until midnight, have
dinner in front of the computer,”
Ms. Siqueira, who has been involved in the union effort, said of
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the hectic weeks. She was pregnant and had to “get up to go to the
bathroom every 15 to 30 minutes.”
Jeremy Leonard, an architect
who also joined the firm in 2017,
said that he had planned to take
time off in the summer of 2020 for
an annual vacation with his family, but that a supervisor discouraged it because of an important
deadline. Mr. Leonard’s solution
was to take the trip but work the
entire time.
“I holed up in a laundry room
for 12 hours a day and emerged for
an hour for dinner,” said Mr. Leonard, who is also involved in the union campaign.
A SHoP spokeswoman said the
firm negotiates the highest fees
the market will bear, and that it
“walked away from several
projects this year that we determined would not pay for adequate
staffing.” She added that SHoP
seeks to keep workers employed
long-term rather than staff up for
particular projects and lay people
off when they end, as some competitors do.
Scot Teti, a senior manager at
SHoP who started in a position
held by some of the union supporters, lauded the open communication between workers and managers and worried that unionizing
would inhibit it by introducing “a
level of rigidity.”
The firm also said it had become
100 percent employee-owned this
year, but equity shares have yet to
be allocated and employees were
skeptical that they would have
much additional say in how the
firm was managed.
The organizing campaign dates
back to the fall of 2020, just after
an earlier round of layoffs and as
working remotely prompted employees to focus on how consuming their jobs were.
A few workers who had been
holding weekly meetings on how
to make SHoP more diverse pivoted to discussing unionization,
which some had learned about
through the Architecture Lobby.
Several employees said SHoP’s
labor practices were better than
the norm in the industry — for example, the firm pays interns. That
they still felt so stressed, the workers said, reflected the depth of the
industry’s problems.
OMA, a rival firm, recently

JOHN FRANCIS PETERS FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Jennifer Siqueira, whom SHoP laid
off, said that on one project she
repeatedly worked until midnight.

AKILAH TOWNSEND FOR THE NEW YORK TIMES

Danielle Tellez, a SHoP employee,
linked the union drive to “our
ambition to lead the industry.”

raised hackles on social media for
a job posting that included “No 9-5
mentality.” A former junior architect at the firm said in an interview that he had often left the office at 10 or 11 p.m., and sometimes
after 3 a.m.
A spokeswoman said that OMA
strove to ensure a healthy worklife balance but that “there is always room to improve.” The job ad
was intended to appeal to applicants with creativity and passion,
she said, adding that the company
removed the phrase “when we
saw that it was being interpreted
as code for a requirement to work
endless hours.”
Union backers at SHoP said
they hoped to negotiate policies
that might, for example, give
workers an hour off after every
two hours of overtime. (SHoP currently provides some compensatory time off, but employees say
the amounts are small and inconsistent.)
This would require principals
and managers to use overtime
more judiciously. SHoP employees said principals often wanted
several renderings when a few
would suffice, or drawings that lay
beyond the scope of their contract
— like a landscape.
Under federal rules, employers
must pay most salaried workers
time and a half after 40 hours a
week if the employees earn less
than about $35,000 a year. They
are generally supposed to pay
overtime to professionals who
make above that amount if the
workers have little decision-making authority, a provision that labor groups say is frequently ignored.
Phillip Bernstein, an architecture professor at Yale, agreed that
pay and hours were a major issue
in the profession, but worried that
unionizing would backfire. “I don’t
think this effort will work, nor do I
think it’s good for the profession in
the long run,” he said by email.
Professor Bernstein cited the
risk that rivals could undercut
firms with higher labor costs
when bidding for work.
But union supporters at SHoP
argue that if enough firms follow
suit, the unions could help lobby
city or state lawmakers to impose
rules governing fees and staffing
to prevent such undercutting.
While long hours are common,
firms that produce relatively
standard building plans sometimes have more humane policies,
many architects said. But sophisticated design firms often regard
themselves as artistic enterprises
as much as conventional businesses and can have fewer safeguards.
“We are an anomaly in the business world of architecture in that
we don’t keep track of hours,” Billie Tsien, a founder of the roughly
35-person Tod Williams Billie
Tsien Architects, known for its inventive designs on projects like
the Obama Presidential Center in
Chicago, said in an email. She added that employees took time off as
needed and that most stayed a
decade or longer.
Firms like SHoP and OMA are
also known for doing imaginative
work, but at a higher volume and
for more commercial clients, giving them greater economic influence over the industry. Union supporters believe that puts them in a
strong position to reshape workplace norms.
“We’re very innovative in a lot
of our office work,” said Danielle
Tellez, another SHoP employee involved the union effort. “This feels
like an extension of our ambition
to lead the industry, to innovate in
the industry, but for our professional standards.”
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INTERNATIONAL
Face-to-face meeting

Xi stays silent on Hong Kong chief’s future

China president fails
to signal endorsement
for a Lam second term
CHAN HO-HIM — HONG KONG

China’s president praised the administration of Carrie Lam, Hong Kong’s chief
executive, yesterday for its “resolute”
implementation of a controversial
national security law last year but did
not indicate whether Beijing would
allow her to embark on a second fiveyear term.
In their first face-to-face meeting in
two years, Xi Jinping told Lam the Chi-

nese government appreciated her
efforts in “restoring order” after mass
protests rocked the city in 2019 and
hailed a “patriots-only” legislative election held on Sunday.
Hong Kong’s chief executive, who is
chosen every five years by a pro-Beijing
“election committee”, typically makes a
year-end visit to Beijing. Lam’s visit last
year was delayed amid an outbreak of
Covid-19 in the city and was eventually
held virtually in January.
Her first term ends in June but she has
yet to indicate if she will seek a second,
for which she would need Xi’s support.
None of her three predecessors served
two full five-year terms — the maximum

Space exploration. Hubble successor

Telescope aims
to bring ‘cosmic
dawn’ into focus

Scientists hope to observe
earliest stars in the universe
and probe chemistry of planets
CLIVE COOKSON AND IAN BOTT

The most ambitious and costly telescope built is scheduled to be fired into
space on Christmas Day, with the aim of
seeing deeper into space — and therefore further back in time — than ever
before.
After three decades of planning and
construction beset by delays and escalating costs, the $10bn James Webb
Space Telescope will finally be on its way
to a special orbit, four times farther
from Earth than the Moon.
One of the main aims is to take images
of the very first stars and galaxies that
formed from primordial gas in the “cosmic dawn” about 200m years after the
Big Bang.
But astronomers also expect the
Webb telescope to provide a trove of
observations of objects closer to home,
particularly planets — both in our own
solar system and those orbiting stars
elsewhere in the galaxy. Its instruments
will measure the chemical composition
of these planetary atmospheres, looking
for molecular building blocks of life.
Richard Ellis, professor of astrophysics at University College London, has

Legal Notices

been involved in the project since the
early 1990s, when Nasa, the US space
agency, put together a scientific team to
plan a successor to the then recently
launched Hubble observatory.
It was named James Webb after the
Nasa director who led the Apollo programme during the 1960s. The European and Canadian space agencies
joined as junior partners in the US-led
project.
“It became very expensive, there were
a lot of delays and [the] Webb [project]
was threatened with cancellation several times,” said Ellis. “But now, at last,
we have a telescope that astronomers
are very excited about and proud of.”
Webb’s 6.5-metre primary mirror
makes it 100 times more powerful than
Hubble. But the main difference
between the two great telescopes is that
Hubble observes visible light, while
Webb operates in the infrared region.
The latter is far better for detecting
extremely distant objects because their
light is shifted to longer wavelengths by
the expansion of the universe.
Whereas Hubble is in a low orbit just
550km above Earth, Webb will be 1.5m
km away at the “second Lagrange
point”, or L2. Here, gravity from the Sun
and Earth exactly balance the orbital
motion of a satellite, allowing it to hover
indefinitely in the same place in space.
The advantage of L2 over low Earth
orbit is that its great distance from the
planet makes it much easier to keep
Webb cool and avoids interference from
Earth’s own infrared radiation. One disadvantage is that it is too far to reach by
a maintenance and repair mission
should something go wrong. Hubble was
rescued from ignominy in 1993, when
Shuttle astronauts installed corrective
optics on its faulty mirror.
Webb will take about a month to
reach L2 after its launch by Europe’s
Ariane 5 rocket. On the way, it will
unfold its primary mirror, which is
made of 18 hexagonal plates of goldcoated beryllium metal, and a giant sunshield, which is the size of a tennis court
and will keep the telescope in perpetual
shadow at an expected temperature of
-233C.
But even that is not cold enough for
one of Webb’s four instruments, the

allowed by the Basic Law, Hong Kong’s
mini constitution.
Analysts said Xi’s silence indicated
that Lam’s future had yet to be decided
by Beijing. Her potential rivals for the
post have not announced whether they
will put their names forward.
“[Xi] did not want to indicate who will
be the next Hong Kong chief executive,”
said Lau Siu-kai at the Chinese Association of Hong Kong and Macau Studies, a
Beijing-based think-tank.
Tam Yiu-chung, Hong Kong’s sole
representative on the Standing Committee of China’s parliament, the National
People’s Congress, said Xi had
“acknowledged Lam’s administration

as a whole but did not [praise] her personally”.
Lam’s popularity plunged to a record
low following the 2019 pro-democracy
protests, which were triggered by a bill
that would have allowed extraditions to
mainland China for the first time.
Lam abandoned the bill, but her
retreat did not satisfy the pro-democracy camp, which widened their campaign to demand the chief executive and
all seats in Hong Kong’s legislature be
chosen through direct elections.
Since Beijing imposed the national
security law in June 2020, most leading
pro-democracy activists have been
arrested or jailed or have fled overseas.

The James Webb Space Telescope
Webb has a hot (85C) and a cold (minus 233C) side
Primary mirror More than five times the
size of Hubble’s. 18 hexagonal gold-coated
segments can be moved independently
Secondary mirror Collects light
from the primary, directing it to
the third mirror and instruments

Lam, 64, recently said she had been
“steeled” by the protests and could
“now take whatever challenges that
come my way”.
During his meeting with Lam, Xi also
said Hong Kong’s Sunday legislative poll
— the first after Beijing’s overhaul of the
election system, which slashed the
number of directly elected seats and
subjected all candidates to a “patriotic”
vetting process — had embraced “diversity . . . and democratic development”.
Leaders from G7 nations and the EU
had expressed “grave concern” about
the election, which was notable for its
record low turnout rate.
Additional reporting by Tom Mitchell

Four instruments Use three
methods: cameras take pictures,
spectrographs analyse light split
into colours and coronagraphs
block starlight, allowing finer
observation

Cold side

Sunshield Five layers protect the
cold side, reducing solar energy
exposure by a factor of one million
Hot side

Where will it be positioned?

It will orbit a point called L2, 1.5m km from Earth on the opposite side from the Sun
Earth-Moon 384,000 km
L2 is a Lagrange point, where the gravity of
Sun and Earth balances forces acting on the
spacecraft, so Webb orbits the Sun with
Earth. The sunshield blocks heat and light
Orbit of Hubble
Webb orbits the
from the telescope’s instruments while still
Space Telescope
Sun with Earth
permitting constant communication with
570 km
Earth
Sun-Earth
Halo orbit of Webb around L2 keeps its solar
147m km
Earth-L2 1.5m km
panels constantly exposed to the Sun

Why will Webb study infrared?

The electromagnetic spectrum
Gamma
Webb will
rays
observe a
wide band of
X-rays
the infrared
Ultraviolet
spectrum
Visible light
Infrared
Microwave
Radio
waves
Graphic: Ian Bott

The phenomenon of red shift
As the universe is expanding, distant stars and galaxiesmove
away. To an observer, light waves from them appear to stretch
out, making them more visible to infrared detectors
Visible light viewed if the object were static

Infrared light can
pass through
dust more easily,
allowing clearer
imaging
Sources: Nasa; ESA; FT research

Observer

Because the object is
moving away, its light
appears to stretch out to
infrared wavelengths

‘I’m most excited about
finding something that
is a complete surprise’
Gillian Wright, director of the UK
Astronomy Technology Centre

On reflection: the Webb mirror is
inspected by Nasa technicians

mid-infrared instrument, or Miri. It will
be taken down to -266C, just seven
degrees above absolute zero, with a
cryo-cooler.
Miri will play a key role both in detecting the first glimmers of starlight
through thick clouds of primordial gas
during the cosmic dawn and in analysing the atmospheres of distant planets.
“I’m most excited about finding
something that is a complete surprise,”
said Gillian Wright, director of the UK
Astronomy Technology Centre in Edinburgh and co-leader of the Miri team.
“We’ve never had a mid-infrared instrument like Miri in space before and it will
find things that we just don’t know
about now.”
The Space Telescope Science Institute
in Baltimore has been allocating observing time to astronomers on Hubble for
30 years and will do the same for Webb.
Slots are heavily oversubscribed so a
peer-review system is used to decide
who should obtain them.
Wright said her team would inten-

North Africa

sively examine a small patch of sky that
Hubble had already studied called the
Hubble Deep Field to look for ultra-faint
and extremely early galaxies. “We also
have a big programme looking at the
atmosphere of planets,” she said.
Another question that scientists want to
answer is how exoplanets — orbiting
stars elsewhere in our galaxy — form
from cosmic dust.
But astronomers must first endure
what Ellis called an “anguishing few
months” after the Christmas Day
launch from Kourou, French Guiana,
waiting for Webb to complete its complex series of unfurlings and instrument
commissioning exercises.
If the telescope comes through in
good working order, it promises huge
scientific dividends — an astronomical
Christmas present that should last for a
decade. “I have been working on the
early evolution of galaxies for many
years,” said Ellis. “To glimpse the ‘cosmic dawn’ with Webb will be the culmination of my career.”

Healthcare data

Omicron
cases less
likely to need
hospital care
than Delta
OLIVER BARNES AND
JOHN BURN-MURDOCH — LONDON
RICHARD MILNE — OSLO

A lower share of people infected with
the Omicron coronavirus variant are
likely to require hospital treatment
compared with cases of the Delta
strain, according to healthcare data
from South Africa and Denmark.
The findings by separate research teams
raise hopes that there will be fewer cases
of severe disease than those caused by
other strains of the virus, but the
researchers cautioned that Omicron’s
high degree of infectiousness could still
strain health services.
The reduction in severe illness likely
stemmed from Omicron’s greater propensity compared with other variants to
infect people who had been vaccinated
or previously infected, experts stressed.
Unvaccinated groups remained the
most at-risk but as the vast majority of
breakthrough infections and reinfections caused by Omicron were mild, the
proportion of all cases that developed
severe disease was lower than with
other variants. The strain now
accounted for a majority of Covid-19
cases in several countries.
Researchers in UK, where more than
100,000 people have tested positive for
Covid-19 in a single 24-hour period for
the first time during the pandemic, are
coming up with similar findings.
A new study from Imperial College
found that Omicron cases were 25 to 30
per cent less likely to result in hospital
admission than Delta cases. Prof Neil
Ferguson, a UK government science
adviser who led the Imperial study, said
the research also pointed to Omicron
being 11 per cent less likely to lead to
hospitalisation in people with no
immune protection, suggesting it might
be intrinsically more mild.
Another study from University of
Edinburgh found that people infected
with Omicron were as much as 68 per
less likely to end up in hospital.
The South African study, conducted
by its National Institute For Communicable Diseases, found that among people testing positive in October and
November, suspected Omicron cases
were 80 per cent less likely than Delta
cases to be admitted, after adjusting for
factors including age, underlying health
conditions and previous infection.
But researchers stressed they did not
account for vaccination status in this
analysis and data on previous infections
were unreliable. Prof Cheryl Cohen, an
epidemiologist at the University of Witwatersrand and one of the study’s
authors, said the findings suggested that
breakthrough infections and reinfections from Omicron were “less severe”.
She said the reduced burden on hospitals had allowed South Africa to handle
the Omicron wave without imposing a
lockdown but she cautioned that the
findings might not be applicable to western nations with older populations.
Danish data showed that among people who tested positive between November 22 and December 15, Omicron cases
were three times less likely to be admitted to hospital than cases from other
variants. But experts said the concentration of Omicron outbreaks among
younger groups could skew the data.
See FT View and Opinion

2020 Games

Libya poll expected to be put back by a month Tokyo Olympics bill comes
in at twice original estimate

HEBA SALEH — CAIRO

Libya’s electoral commission has proposed postponing the long-awaited
presidential and parliamentary elections by a month to January 24 amid
disputes over who is eligible to run.
The election was due to take place
tomorrow but the emergence of deeply
divisive frontrunners such as Saif
al-Islam Gaddafi, son of Muammer
Gaddafi, the dictator ousted by a Natobacked uprising in 2011, scuttled what
was always going to be a difficult poll,
analysts say.
One reason for the delay is lack of
clarity over the role of the judiciary in
settling disputes over candidate eligibility, according to Libya’s High National
Election Commission. This is an apparent reference to a court ruling that reinstated Gaddafi’s candidacy after the
electoral commission had rejected it.
The election has been the linchpin of
efforts by the UN and the international
community to unify and stabilise a fractured country emerging from civil war
and a decade of chaos and division.
The derailment of the poll risks
plunging Libya back into political crisis,

analysts warn, unravelling progress
made this year with the appointment of
a Government of National Unity after a
UN-sponsored process to replace two
rival administrations in the east and
west. The GNU’s sole task was to prepare
the polls to give Libyans a single, legitimate, elected governing authority.

‘What I am afraid of is
a major institutional
crisis at this point’
Claudia Gazzini, analyst
“What I am afraid of is a major institutional crisis at this point,” said Claudia
Gazzini, senior analyst at the International Crisis Group. “There are factions
who will want to use this opportunity to
say we want to appoint a new government [to replace the GNU]. So there is
potential for a crisis, with everyone getting free rein to demand what they want
and it becomes impossible to find a
compromise to satisfy everyone.”
Rival militias yesterday blocked
roads in southern Tripoli and mobilised
weaponry in the city but they later stood

down after the government agreed to
postpone a decision to replace the army
commander of the Tripoli region.
Gaddafi’s entry into the race was a
blow to a fragile process already undermined by disagreements over the rules
governing the election.
He is wanted by the International
Court of Justice for alleged crimes
against humanity during the 2011 uprising but he still appeals to a wide swath of
disaffected Libyans nostalgic about a
past era of stability.
His candidacy was opposed by powerful militias in western Libya. He is also
seen as vying for the votes of potential
supporters of Khalifa Haftar, the military strongman who controls eastern
Libya and who launched an ultimately
failed war in 2019 to seize control of the
whole country. He is another polarising
candidate.
Forces loyal to Haftar surrounded a
court in Sebha in the south-west to prevent Gaddafi’s appeal from being heard
after the electoral commission disqualified him. Gaddafi’s candidacy is also a
“red line” for certain western governments, most notably the US and the UK,
according to analysts.

LEO LEWIS — TOKYO

The official $12.7bn (¥1.45tn) bill for
hosting the Tokyo 2020 Olympics and
Paralympics — an event postponed by
the pandemic and held without spectators — cost almost twice as much as the
$6.4bn envisaged by the Japanese capital when it bid to host the Games.
The estimate of the cost, which was
revealed by the Tokyo Organising Committee yesterday, means the event
appears to have been staged slightly less
lavishly than the 2012 London Olympics, whose bill of $14.95bn makes it the
most expensive summer Games.
But controversy continues to dog the
way in which Olympic costs are calculated: certain hefty Games-related
expenses such as road renovation are
not included in the official budget.
Both the central and Tokyo metropolitan governments have amassed Olympics-related costs, though these continue to be treated as sitting outside the
official expense of holding the Games.
When Japan’s national auditor looked

into the accounting in the years preceding the event, it highlighted how the
government had folded a large number
of costs into non-Olympic budgets
footed by the taxpayer. The true cost of
the Tokyo Games, the auditor said at the
time, could be more than $20bn.
Academics at the University of Oxford
who have studied the history of Olympic
cost overruns said the huge expansion
of Tokyo’s original budget confirmed
their warning that cities considering
hosting an Olympics should compare
the financial risk of doing so using models applied to natural disasters and war.
Tokyo’s official cost overrun is still
lower than average. In their 2020 paper,
Oxford researchers calculated the overrun for the Rio summer Games in 2016
was 352 per cent, while London 2012’s
was 76 per cent. The average cost overrun for both summer and winter Games
since 1960 was 172 per cent.
Unless the International Olympic
Committee addressed the issue, said the
researchers, fewer cities would decide
the risk was worth the prestige.

